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Hybrid academic disciplines are at once
the easiest and the most difficult entities to

define. It would be easy enough to refer to

psycholinguistics as the study of the interac
tion between 'psychology' and 'linguistics', or

'psychological behaviour' and 'linguistic be
haviour', and this is what some definitions

do: 'the study of the relationships between
language and the behavioral characteristics of

those who use it' (The Random House Dic

tionary). But this does not get us very far. It
leaves open the question of the 'direction' of

the study: Is psycholinguistics primarily (a)

the study of psychological behaviour using
linguistic theories and techniques of analysis,

(b) the study of linguistic behaviour using

psychological theories and techniques of
analysis, or (c) both of these? It also leaves
open the question of how much of the two

contributing disciplines is involved - all of

psychology, and all of linguistics? Or only
certain aspects of the possible relationships
between these fields? In principle, one imag

ines that psycholinguistics, as an academic

discipline, would aim to be comprehensive
and systematic in its coverage of the relation

ships between psychology and linguistics. In

practice, familiar limitations - of time, per

sonnel and money, and the technical imprac

ticability of researching certain kinds oftopic
- as well as the special influence of certain

themes and personalities in the recent history
of ideas have led to the emergence of a disci

pline which, after 30 years of development, is
still fragmented and unbalanced in its cover

age of the subject.
A convenient approach is to take the two

constituent disciplines and specify their sub

fields as a means of identifying the putative

domain of a psycholinguistic theory. Using

various conventional sources in psychology
and linguistics, I would hope that the follow

ing characterisations would receive a fair

measure of agreement. First, psychology,
characterised as the scientific study of the
behaviour of organisms (typically, man) and

of the principles governing this behaviour, as

the organism interacts, socially and biologi
cally, with its environment. Table I provides

a more detailed specification of this field. On

the left of the table is a general analysis in
terms of the widely used model of informa

tion processing. On the right is an inventory
of the main subfields within psychology, as
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Table I. The domain of psychology

Input processes
The way in which we select information from our environment;
how it is perceived, physiologically responded to, and initially stored

Mediating processes
The way in which we organise information; how information,
once received, is learned, organised and made available for future use
(i.e. retrieved)

Output processes
The way in which we use information to construct our individual patterns
of behaviour (biological and social), in relation to our motives, drives,
skills, etc.
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Comparative psychology
Physiological psychology
Neuropsychology
Cognitive psychology

Perception
Awareness

Intelligence
Memory
Motivation

Thought
Learning
Personality
Individual differences

Developmental psychology
Social psychology
Abnormal psychology
Applied psychology

Educational
Industrial
Clinical

usually encountered in courses and text
books.

Table Il provides a similar characterisa
tion of the field of linguistics, conventionally
defined as the scientific study of language
structure and use. Alternatively, one might
simply add 'linguistic' to the above account
of psychology: the scientific study of the lin
guistic behaviour of man (linguists typically
do not ascribe 'language' to other organisms)
and of the principles governing this behav
iour, as man interacts, socially and biologi
cally, with his environment.

In practice, as soon as any of the theories,
methods or findings from within the sub
fields of table I are brought into relationship
with those of table Il, we have a psycholin
guistic study. In practice, the range of possi
bilities has been considerably restricted, for
four main reasons.

(J) Differences Inherent in the Subject
Matter. There are certain subfields which are

unlikely ever to be brought into correspon
dence in this way. Most of comparative psy
chology makes little or no point of contact
with anything going on in linguistics. Similar
ly, historical linguistics would find no clear
equivalent subject-matter within psychology.
Much of physiological and social psychology
has only the remotest of connections with lin
guists' concerns. Psychologists rarely find
themselves worrying about the field of phon
etic notation, and the mastery of the ear
training and performance skills which such
notation implies. At the other extreme, of
course, there are very close correspondences.
A course on individual differences in psy
chology would find much in common with a
linguist's concerns in stylistics. Perception re
lates closely to auditory phonetics. Aspects of
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Table 11. The domain of linguistics

Language

Structure Variation
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Phonetics Phonology
Articulatory Segmental
Acoustic Non-

Auditory segmental

Graphetics Graphology

Grammar

Syntax
Morphology

Semantics
Lexicon
Discourse

Temporal
Historical

linguistics

Child

language
acquisition

Social
Socio

linguistics

Ethno

linguistics

Personal

Stylistics

General linguistics, descriptive linguistics, comparative linguistics.
Applied linguistics: clinical, foreign language teaching, mother tongue teaching, translating, interpreting,

lexicography, etc.

social psychology relate closely to sociolin
guistics. And above all, developmental psy

chology makes contact with language acquisi
tion. It is not surprising, then, to find such

areas providing the focus of psycholinguistic
studies.

(2) The Bias of the Investigator. When you
bring a subfield from each discipline into cor

respondence, several possible directions of
study emerge. As an illustration, consider the

relationship between human memory and

any aspect of language structure, such as syn
tax, which would be of central concern to any

psycholinguistic theory. As a psycholinguist,
one would wish to have equal knowledge of

the two subfields, and to study the relation

ship between them in the balanced way im

plied by such definitions as 'the study of lin

guistic behavior as conditioning and condi
tioned by psychological factors .. .' (Merriam
Webster, 3rd New International Dictionary).

In practice, such equal knowledge does not

usually exist in one person, and as a conse

quence psycho linguistic studies generally dis
play strong biases. If one is a psychologist
interested in human memory, language is one

- but only 'one - of the phenomena which

may be investigated as a means to this end.
The linguistic features studied will be chosen
because of their relevance to psychological

hypotheses, and will often, from a linguist's

point of view, seem restricted or arbitrary.
Typical criticisms would be the overreliance

on a particular model of syntax for the de
scription of sentence structure, or the ignor

ing of other levels of inquiry, such as sentence
intonation or stress. Conversely, if one is a

linguist interested in the way limitations of
memory constrain linguistic performance, a
similar selectivity and arbitrariness may take

place. Typical criticisms here would be the
overreliance on a particular model of mem

ory as an explanation for performance ef
fects, or the ignoring of other psychological
considerations, such as attention or motiva-
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tion. Additional, methodological differences
in approach abound, such as the experimen
tal tradition of psychological study, with its
accompanying statistical sophistication, and
the descriptive tradition of linguistic inquiry,
with its accompanying attention to naturalis
tic detail, and notational sophistication. In
theory, it should make no difference if a psy
cholinguistics textbook called Language and
Memory were to be written by a psychologist
or a linguist. In practice, two very different
books would emerge.

(3) The History of Ideas. Osgood and Se
beok defined psycholinguistics in 1954 as the
study of 'the processes of encoding and de
coding as they relate states of messages to
states of communicators' (p. 4). In 1971 Hor

mann [1971/79, p. 18] gives a similar defini
tion: 'the relation between messages and the
individual transmitting or receiving these
messages'. While the definitions are similar,
the subject-matter of the two books altered
radically in the intervening period, due pri
marily to the impact of Chomsky's linguistic
thinking. Greene, writing in 1972, goes so far
as to subtitle her book: Psycholinguistics:
Chomsky and Psychology. In a statement
which again illustrates the 'directional' issue
referred to above, she says that psycholin
guistics 'remains a sub-discipline of psychol
ogy ... its practitioners believe in the value of
looking to linguistics for an analysis of lan
guage' (p. 13). But in fact she looks only at
Chomskyan linguistics, and her whole ap
proach is based on the assumptions and
models of generative grammar. At one point,
she states that psycholinguistic research 'rests
on the assumption that grammars describe
the linguistic competence of the language
user' (p. 93), but only a generative conception
of competence is expounded. Other books,
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written in the late 60s and early 70s, display
the same biases, and testify to the enormous
impact Chomsky's ideas had on the thinking
of academic psychologists during this period.
These days, the limitations of the approach are
more evident, as more recent models of gen
erative grammar come to show up the weak
nesses in earlier ones, and alternative con
ceptions oflinguistic analysis become known.
The fundamental insights of generative
grammar remain influential, but there is no
longer an uncritical reliance on the specific
properties of particular grammatical models,
such as dominated psycholinguistic thinking
in the 1960s. In the 1980s, one of the most
fruitful areas of psycholinguistic study is the
role of prosody in speech production and per
ception, but investigators who wish to work
in this area have to look elsewhere than gen
erative grammar for their descriptive frame
works, for this subject has always been ne
glected in generative models of language.

(4) The Influence of Applied Fields. If psy
cholinguistics had been left to itself, as a the
oretical field, it would doubtless have devel
oped a clear identity, as a bridge between the
oretical linguistics and cognitive theory, as
suggested by several definitions: ' ... the men
tal processes underlying the acquisition and
the use of language' [Slobin, 1971, p. 5], and
' ... fundamentally the study of three mental
processes - the study of listening, speaking,
and of the acquisition of these two skills by
children' [Clark and Clark, 1977, p. vii]. But
very early on, people began to expect psy
cholinguistics to be useful, to help solve
problems in language acquisition and use.
The problems were most notable in the area
of language learning - primarily, in relation
to speech pathology, the teaching of reading,
and second language learning. And when lan-
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guage professionals, such as teachers and

speech therapists, come to be interested in an

academic subject, especially an immature
one, it is unlikely that the practitioners of

that subject can remain unaffected by their
concerns. Certainly, in the case of psycholin

guistics, there has in recent years been a trend
to investigate a range of problems which arise
neither from linguistics nor from psychology,
but from fields as diverse as medicine and

literary criticism. The result has been an even

greater diversification of subject-matter for
the subject, and a range of overlapping inter
pretations of what psycholinguistics is, deriv

ing from the different perspectives of differ
ent applied areas. For many teachers, who
first encountered psycholinguistics through
the work of various researchers into reading,

the subject is a theory of reading. I have
heard some teachers talk of 'the psycholin

guistic approach' to the teaching of reading.
For many speech therapists, who first en

countered the subject in relation to child de

velopment, the term is synonymous with lan

guage acquisition studies.
This diversity of subject-matter can also

be found in modern textbooks on the subject.

De Vito [1971] refers to speech pathology in
his account of the subject - naturally enough,
for it was written for a series on communica

tion disorders. Steinberg [1982] has a chapter

on the nature and teaching of reading, and

also one on second language acquisition and
teaching - naturally enough, for the author
works in a TESL department. But in Slobin

[1971], Greene [1972], Hormann [1971/79]

there are no chapters on speech pathology or
second language learning - again, naturally

enough, for their motivation was theoretical,
not applied.

The problem with applied developments

in an emerging discipline is that they lack
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coherence and direction. The subject is

pulled in various directions. Competing the
oretical models are propounded whose justi

fication is said to be 'pragmatic' - that is, use

ful for one applied area, but not necessarily
for others. There is often duplication of re

search, for example, into the teaching of

reading a first language, and into the teaching
of reading as part offoreign language acquisi
tion. When in addition there are variations in

research method, due to the differing back

grounds of the researchers, and changes in
theoretical assumptions, reflecting develop

ments within linguistics and psychology, it is

not surprising to find a situation which is, to

put it mildly, confused.

Applied Psycholinguistics

An essential distinction, which helps to

clarify some of these issues, is that between
'theoretical' (or 'general') and 'applied' psy

cholinguistics. The crucial difference is in
the use of the word 'problems', which plays

no part in the definitions of the subject
quoted above. By contrast, here is the state
ment of editorial policy of the new journal

Applied Psycholinguistics, which 'publishes
papers reporting work in which applied

problems are approached from the stand
point of basic research and theory in exper
imental, developmental and social psycho

linguistics and related areas of cognitive psy

chology.' The further details of the kind of
problems envisaged make interesting read

ing: 'work on both normal and disordered

language and communicative development
in children and normal and disordered lan

guage and communicative functioning in
adults.' The following topics are said to be of

particular interest:
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Table Ill. The domain of psycho linguistics
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Linguistics
(study of languages and language universals)

Psychology
(study of behaviour and underlying principles)

Psycholinguistics
(study of the processes governing linguistic behaviour)

Applied psycho linguistics
(study of the problems in learning and using language in the light of these processes)

In

speech pathology

'Clinical

psycholinguistics'

In

dictionary-making
and use

In

translating and
interpreting

In

literary style

In

reading

etc.

'reading, writing, learning from texts and lectures,
second language learning and bilingualism, dialect and
social-class differences, the assessment of linguistic
maturity and communicative competence, the appli
cation of psycholinguistics to computer language de
sign and the design of written and oral information
(e.g. instructions), nonverbal communication (e.g. sign
language, gestures), delayed language development,
adult and childhood aphasia, reading and writing dis
orders, disorders of articulation, phonology, or speech
sound perception, autistic and childhood schizo
phrenic language and disorders associated with mental
retardation, environmental deprivation, motor im
pairment, specific learning disabilities, and sensory
deficit or dementia.'

Several points should be noted about such

a list. Firstly, the list is not comprehensive,

but is a selection reflecting the editor's aware
ness of what is going on in the field. There is

no significance to be attached to the mention

of certain topics in speech pathology and the
omission of others. Secondly, the list reflects

the influence of the three main fields of ap
plied concern noted in my previous section:

speech pathology, the teaching of reading,
and second language learning. Thirdly, the

orientation of work in this area is in the

direction of theory. The aim of the subject is

to explain the nature oflinguistic problems in
these fields, not to solve them. No doubt, the
more we understand about the nature of lin

guistic disability, the more our clinical inter
vention will be successful. But it does not fol

low that, lacking such understanding, our
clinical work is doomed to failure. It is com

monplace to achieve success, without know

ing how we did it. And conversely, it does not
follow that our understanding of a particular

disability will guarantee successful interven
tion. That is the essential difference between

psycholinguistic theory and therapeutic prac
tice.

But there is another way to put this em

phasis on linguistic disability into perspec
tive, and that is to look at the potential scope
of applied psycholinguistics. It is far greater

than the above list would suggest. Language

problems requiring psycholinguistic expla
nation turn up in several other areas, such as
the compilation and use of dictionaries, the

making and evaluation of translations, the
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provision and assessment offoreign language
interpretation, the writing and appreciation
of literature, or the production and judge
ment of linguistic usage. Each of these topics
falls under the remit of psycholinguistics in
that they have an encoding and a decoding
aspect; they are candidates for applied psy
cholinguistic study because they present as
problems. Is the dictionary typographically
clear and aesthetic? Is its information well

organised? Does it meet the needs of the
user? What factors led a writer to construct a
poem in a certain way? What factors con
strain the reader of the poem to evaluate it in
a certain way? There could be a psycholin
guistic theory of literature, and one of lexi
cography, alongside the more familiar theo
ries of learning. One could even speculate
about the relationships there might be
amongst them all. It is possible that what we
learn from our literary investigations might
assist us in our clinical work, and vice versa.
After all, the notion of 'deviance' is a topic
both fields have an interest in elucidating.

The relationship between these various
notions is outlined in table Ill, which should
be seen as the relevant perspective for a more
detailed consideration of one of the subfields:

clinical psycholinguistics.

Clinical Psycholinguistics

Ervin- Tripp and Slobin, in a 1966 review,
referred to psycholinguistics as 'a field in
search of a definition'. Psycho linguistics has
a definition now, though it still lacks an
agreed set of investigative procedures and a
coherent theory. 'Clinical psycholinguistics'
is in the opposite position from that of its
mother-subject 20 years ago. Here, we have a
definition in search of a field. For example,
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on the basis of the frame of reference dis
cussed above, a reasonable definition would
be: 'the study of breakdown in man's linguis
tic behaviour, and of the principles governing
this breakdown, as he interacts, socially and
biologically, with his environment - and es
pecially, with his clinician, clinical materials
and clinical settings.'

But there is no recognised training or lit
erature which relates to the focus of this def

inition. Practitioners of different disciplines
investigate aspects of the field - speech ther
apists, linguists and psychologists, in partic
ular - but each group has different ends in
view, and uses different techniques to
achieve those ends. The 'clinical linguist',
for example, is at present [Crystal, 1981]

largely taken up with descriptive concerns:
the need to provide precise descriptions of a
patient's language, and to develop more de
tailed techniques of assessment and reme
diation based on these descriptions. In due
course, he would hope to broaden his aims,
and move from the study of individual pa
tients to groups of patients, generalising his
descriptions, and arriving at a concept of
linguistic diagnosis. Further, the clinicallin
guist worth his salt would not wish to stop
with his own language, but would want to
compare the descriptions of patient behav
iour in other languages - and, in theory, in
all languages - with the aim of identifying
universals of language breakdown. It ought
to be possible to say what happens when a
linguistic system breaks down, or fails to
develop - any linguistic system - and it is
the aim of clinical linguistic theory to pro
vide an explicit account of the linguistic fac
tors involved.

Clinical psycholinguistics has a far more
general role to play, in that it takes into
account from the outset the relationship be-
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tween linguistic behaviour and such psycho

logical factors as memory, attention and per
ception, in attempting to explain language
breakdown. We are all familiar with the com

plex interdependence between these vari
ables, as manifested in children and in adults.

The clinical linguist can describe the patterns

of linguistic disability which emerge, and
sometimes can explain the nature of the pa

tient's handicap purely with reference to his

procedures. But, more often than this, the

explanation of the patient's handicap lies
wholly or partly elsewhere - in his disordered
short-term memory, or in his emotional dis

turbance, for example. In such circum
stances, the clinical linguist's account will not

satisfy, and a more general perspective must
be achieved. It is this perspective which a
clinical psycholinguistics aims to provide.

As an example of this interaction, let us

consider the case of children who, after a

period of severe language delay, have mas
tered the rudiments of simple sentence for

mation, and have begun to put clauses to

gether into complex sentences, using such
connectives as and or 'cos. At this stage in

development (stage V on the LARSP proce

dure) [Crystal et ai., 1976], certain difficul
ties regularly emerge. The child may be able

to say (or be making only minor errors in)
such sentences as The dog chased the cat or
The cat ran in the road, but he has prob

lems in connecting or sequencing these
within a single sentence, as in The dog
chased the cat and the cat ran in the road,

or The cat ran in the road because the dog

chased it, or When the dog chased the cat, it

ran in the road. Typical errors made by
these children include:

(i) The omission of elements of clause
structure in the second (or later) clauses, e.g.

The dog chased the cat and the cat in the road
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(verb omission), the dog chased the cat and

ran in the road (subject omission). Some
times, elements of clause structure are omit

ted from the first clause, e.g. The dog chased

and the cat in the road (object omission from
first clause, verb omission in second).

(ii) Phrase level errors, which the child

had learned to avoid in simple sentences,

reappear, e.g. The dog chasing the cat ... (aux

iliary omission), and cat runs by a road (arti
cle omission, tense error, preposition error).

Problems in the verb phrase (with auxiliary

and copula) are particularly noticeable.
(iii) The expected ratio of phrases to

clauses is disturbed, in that there are fewer
expansions of clause elements, especially in

subject position, e.g. Dog chasing the cat and

cat ran in the road (no subject expansion in

either clause). In severe cases, expansions all
but disappear, reintroducing the 'telegraphic'

style of an earlier stage, e.g. Dog chasing cat
and cat ran in road.

(iv) Word-endings tend to be dropped, es

pecially in the verb phrase, e.g. chase for

chasing, run for runs.
(v) Word order may be disturbed, either

slightly (e.g. cat in road is running) or se
verely (e.g. The dog and a cat and run in the

road is chasing).

(vi) The whole output is accompanied by

non-fluency, either slight or severe, involving
erratic pauses, segment repetitions and pro
longations, loudness and tempo variations,

e.g. the. the. dog chased a . c-cat ... The non

fluency is especially found early on in the
clause (especially on subjects).

(vii) Segmental articulation may be dis
turbed, with abnormal substitutions and

omissions which are often described loosely

as 'dyspraxic tendencies', e.g. the [bg} chase
a cat and a [ka] ran in [;;m][dr:Jbj. Parts of the

sentence may be wholly unintelligible. Often,
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the subject pronoun is so weakly articulated
that it is difficult to be sure which one is

being used (or whether there is one there at
all), e.g. [5J ran in the road. Other unstressed
grammatical items show similar weak
nesses.

(viii) There is a reliance on more primi
tive structures and lexical items. For in
stance, a child who had previously regularly
used adjectives inside noun phrases, regularly
omitted them at stage V, or strung them
together loosely at the end of a clause, e.g. the

dog chase a cat and angry. The usual lexical
strategy is to replace specific lexical items by
deictics, e.g. he chase him and it ran in the

road, or (even more extreme) he do that and it

go there.

(ix) Stereotyped grammar and lexis is of
ten in evidence, especially in adult aphasic
patients at a similar stage of re-learning, e.g.
the you know dog is sort of chasing a cat real

ly ... There may be overuse of a small range of
lexical items, expecially verbs, e.g. put, do,

go, got (all fairly 'empty').
(x) Even when grammatical output seems

to be developing quite well, there are prob
lems of comprehension, especially in relation
to clause sequences. Patients are typically un
able to carry out sequences of instructions in
the correct order when these are presented as
complex sentences, using after, before, when,

etc., e.g. Before you give me a pen, put a pencil
on the table.

These ten characteristics identify what I
have come to call 'stage V syndrome',
found primarily in older children with a
history of language delay, but also encoun
tered in adult aphasics (primarily, Broca's).
A detailed description of such a patient is
given in Crystal [1982, p. 46], from which
such real utterances as the following have
been taken:

9

'first there look-fishing 'rod/ -then 'look!. 'catch
the fish/ and 'then 'pushed it in/

(I syllable) got/ - one of these/ 'got to 'put up a
tractor/ (2 syllables) 'put it in there/ don't they/ - and
and [in] out/

The identification of the syndrome, as a
linguistic syndrome, can be made using
purely linguistic techniques. The explanation
of this syndrome, however, requires a psy
cholinguistic investigation. Plainly, the in
creased complexity of stage V sentences is
somehow 'overloading' these patients. They
can cope with so much grammatical, lexical
and phonological complexity at a time, in
single-clause sentences; but as soon as clauses
have to be compatibly sequenced into larger
constructions, there is a breakdown. What,
then, is being overloaded? The most obvious
hypothesis would seem to be the patient's
short-term memory, though factors to do
with perception and attention also need to be
considered. The facilitating effect of a struc
tured teaching environment will be a relevant
factor, as will the patient's motivation to
learn. Personality, too, is part of the picture,
with the more outgoing child more readily
attempting such sequences and encountering
a different range of problems than his more
withdrawn counterpart. The investigation of
these factors is of course routine in speech
therapy, as part of assessment and remedia
tion, but the aim there is to intervene and
obtain progress. The psycholinguist's aim is
not so vocational: He wishes to study these
factors also, in order to understand the rea
sons for the linguistic handicap. His aim is to
model the language behaviour of the patient
(cf. De Vito's [1971, p.9) definition ofpsy
cholinguistics as 'a model of language perfor
mance') to predict the patient's language be
haviour, in the light of his other behavioural
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abilities. The clinical psycholinguist, qua
psycholinguist, will stop his investigation,
once he can' model patients' performance in
this way. He will not attempt to do anything
about it. That he leaves to others, such as
speech therapists, with their own range of
special skills.

There is, then, a clear division in principle
between clinical psycholinguistics and speech
therapy. In practice, the division is some
times obscured by individual personalities
and clinical settings. Many clinicians have
nowadays been trained in psycholinguistic
theories and techniques, and use them rou
tinely in their work. This is obviously benefi
cial, for the more a 'working' clinician can
inform his therapy with principles deriving
from psycholinguistics, the more systematic,
economical and effective that therapy is
likely to be. But there is no identity between
the two roles. A clinical psycholinguist is not
a speech therapist, nor is the reverse the
case.

This point also emerges if we approach the
study from another angle. Clinical psycholin
guistics has to be kept distinct from speech
therapy, because speech therapists form part
of the object of clinical psycholinguistic
study. (Or perhaps it should be 'speech thera
py', to avoid a possible ambiguity!) The rea
soning proceeds as follows. Let us assume
that the aim of clinical psycho linguistics is to
explain the nature of language disability, in
all its forms. This requires the systematic
observation of patient behaviour in a wide
range of tasks and settings. By the nature of
things, these tasks and settings will be pre
dominantly clinical, introduced and moni
tored by speech therapists. And here we en
counter a major theoretical problem. The
avowed intention is to model patients' per
formance, but for the most part, spontaneous
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performance is absent from these patients.
Most language-disordered children are reluc
tant to use whatever linguistic skills they
have acquired; most language-disordered
adults present with similar difficulties oflan
guage use or control. The role of the speech
therapist is to elicit language from patients
who are unable or unwilling to speak, and to
control the quality of language once elicited.
By the judicious manipulation of clinical ma
terials and settings, and his own linguistic
stimuli, the therapist aims to be in sufficient
control of his patient's language that system
atic progress becomes possible. Without the
guiding role of the therapist, so it is argued,
the patient would not achieve his fulllinguis
tic potential, nor would this be achieved in a
manner which would minimise the unhappi
ness of all concerned - patient, parent, next of
kin.

The problem, then, can be summarised in
the form of a question: How near can we get
to an account of the patient's own linguistic
ability, when most of the data we can obtain
is the result of structured intervention on the

part of the therapist? Or, putting this another
way, whose performance are we modelling,
when we study clinical interaction - the pa
tient's or the therapist's? When carry-over is
achieved from the clinical setting to the pa
tient's natural environment, the problem dis
appears. But we all know that carry-over is
one of the most difficult things to achieve,
and one of the most difficult achievements to
prove, in view of the well-known problems of
observing patients outside the clinic. So for
the most part, we are restricted to data de
rived from clinical settings. The clinical psy
cholinguist is therefore faced with the task of
disentangling those aspects of the patient's
linguistic behaviour which are genuinely un
der his control, and those aspects which can
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be triggered only when the clinical situation
is right. To do this, the analyst needs to study
the way the therapist speaks and behaves, as
well as the patient. Only by fully involving
the clinician in his observations can he ex

plain the patient's progress and failure. And a
similar set of arguments applies to the nature
of the materials the clinician uses, and the
settings in which he works.

Conclusion

When one compares the aims of clinical
psycholinguistics with the achievements of
psycholinguistic studies in general, it is evi
dent that there is an enormous gap which
remains to be bridged. The textbooks on psy
cholinguistics contain a variety of subject
matter, of varying degrees of relevance. Thus
the books referred to earlier in this paper deal
with the following topics: behaviourist and
mentalistic theories of language (usually ex
pounded historically); the general nature of
language (competence, creativity, universals,
intuitions - often contrasted with animal
communication, semiotic behaviour or infor
mation theory in general); a specific linguistic
model (usually the 1957 or 1965 models of
generative grammar, with some reference to
more recent semantic theory); a general dis
cussion of the nature of meaning; a discus
sion of psychological reality (again, usually
expounded historically); a developmental
section, in which stages of language acquisi
tion are reviewed and relevant theories (Pia

get, LAD, etc.) recapitulated; a general dis
cussion of language in relation to thought,
culture, the world; sentence production and
comprehension; speech production and per
ception (especially with reference to phonetic
and phonological factors). A great deal of this
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would of course have to be covered in any
textbook on clinical psycholinguistics, but
there are many topics, implicit in the above
discussion, which receive no mention, such
as (from psychology) a discussion of task
effects in relation to language [Cocking and

McHale, 1981], or of social psychological
factors cB these manifest themselves in clini

cal settings [Argyle, 1967]; or (from linguis
tics) a discussion of techniques of ascertain
ing linguistic acceptability [Quirk and Svart

vik, 1966], or of socio-/ethnolinguistic stud
ies of interaction [Gumperz and Hymes,

1972]; or (from speech therapy) a discussion
of clinical testing, as operationalised in the
various procedures used with adult and child
patients. The absence of a neurological
(strictly, neuropsychological) perspective
from the general psycholinguistic literature is
also notable, and something which would
have to be made good in any approach de
vised to satisfy the requirements of a clinical
psycholinguistic theory. It will make a fasci
nating textbook, when someone dares to
write it.

Zusammenfassung

Bericht ilber den Bereich der Psycholinguistik und
die Rolle der beitragenden Disziplinen Psychologie
und Linguistik. Mehrere Unterschiede in Ansatz und
Praxis werden festgestellt. Die angewandte Psycholin
guistik, und als Teilgebiet davon die klinische Psycho
linguistik, werden wm Hauptgebiet in Beziehung
gesetzt und von der klinischen Linguistik unterschie
den. Die Wechselwirkung zwischen allgemeiner und
klinischer Psycholinguistik wird an Hand der Haupt
merkmale einer neuen diagnostischen Kategorie an
schaulich gemacht, die innerhalb des Gebiets der
Sprachstiirungen im Kindesalter vorgeschlagen wird,
das «Stufen- V-Syndrom». Der Beitrag schliesst mit
einer Diskussion des Unterschieds zwischen klini

schen psycholinguistischen Untersuchungen und
Sprachhcilkunde.
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Resume

Cet article passe en revue le role de la psychologie

et de la linguistique dans le domaine de la psycholin
guistique. Il identifie differentes fa90ns d'aborder cette
science et de la mettre en pratique. Il definit la psycho

linguistique appliquee (ainsi qu'une discipline derivee,
la psycholinguistique clinique) et montre ce qui I'ap
parente it la psycholinguistique et ce qui la distingue de
la linguistique clinique. L'article decrit les rapports
entre la psycholinguistique generale et la psycholin
guistique clinique en prenant comme exemple les ca
racteristiques principales d'une nouvelle categorie
diagnostique proposee dans le domaine des desordres
du langage chez l'enfant - «le syndrome du cinquieme
stade» (stage V syndrome). Pour terminer, l'article dis
cute la difference existant entre la psycholinguistique
clinique et I'orthophonie.
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